Regulation Theme
WORKSHOP OVERVIEWS

RoATP, subcontracting and engagement with The Apprenticeship Service
by Karen Riley, Catherine Hollingworth, Alannah Breeze, Jason Poole, and Vanessa Clynes, ESFA
A workshop to explain the benefits of a revised RoATP, a demonstration of new user journeys in the
Apprenticeship Service and to share information on the implementation of the sub-contracting
policy.

Looking at your apprenticeship curriculum delivery through the Ofsted lens
by Richard Moore, Richard Moore Solutions
The themes in this webinar draw on a number of challenges that emerged from providers’
discussions and feedback whilst attending the AELP’s ‘Day with Ofsted’ event held online in January
of this year.
We will examine the challenges providers face in designing and sequencing their curriculum,
ensuring effective initial assessment of learners’ pre-existing knowledge and skills and getting
genuine employer involvement and buy in to your apprenticeship offer and delivery. In doing so, I
will draw on some of the best practice I see from the many training and employer providers whom I
work with nationally and give you an Ofsted perspective on what ‘good or better’ looks like for these
key parts of an apprentice’s ‘learner journey’.

Regulatory EQA – a look forward
by Steve Walker, Ofqual
A look at the continuing development of Ofqual's regulatory tools for use in the regulation and
External Quality Assurance (EQA) of apprenticeship End Point Assessments (EPA).
The session will include the following topics:
Where intelligence and evidence is gathered from
What data informs consideration of risk
What tools are best used for regulatory EQA

Increasing transparency in apprenticeship funding: an update
by Anna West, IfATE
The Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education is updating the process for setting funding
for apprenticeships. The new system will be more transparent, more consistent and provide better
value for money.
Following 2 consultations and a range of wider stakeholder engagement this session will provide an
update on the status of the new process and the next steps in its development. There will also be an
opportunity for questions and to share any further insight.

